Rikki Mae Hiceta
Week of Dec. 3-7, 2018

The Principal’s pick for Student of the Week is Rikki Mae for the following
reasons:
Mae Hiceta is indeed deserving of recognition as Student of the Week! Mae has an
approach to her time in school that is somewhat unique and always positive and
productive. Mae is a very hardworking individual in class and in extracurricular activities
as well. Her skill development and academic progress are evidence of her curiosity,
determination and natural intelligence. Mae is always friendly and a good citizen of our
school, providing a model for younger students to strive for and emulate. Keep up the
great scholastic effort Mae! ~ Mr. Gregory, Science Teacher
Mae Hiceta is a "star" in my Spanish class. Not only she is producing a very high quality
work but she always likes to be challenged and goes beyond just finishing the
assignment. It is a great honor and pleasure to teach this talented student.
~ Mrs. Roraback, Spanish Teacher
Ms. Hiceta has had an incredible first semester and has made major strides towards her
personal goals. Mae constantly seeks out new ways to challenge herself academically
and never hesitates to share her insights with other students. She also demonstrates an
advanced understanding of citizenship and strives to enhance the school and community
through her involvement in a wide variety of activities and leadership roles. Mae is the
student business manager for Islander Yearbook and secretary of the high school
chapter of Unalaska Business Professionals of America. Mae is a well-rounded student
leader dedicated to leaving a positive impact on the people and organizations that she
encounters, an attitude that will undoubtedly take her far in both academics and the
workforce. ~ Mr. Eichenlaub, Business Teacher

Rikki Mae is the daughter of Alicia Hiceta & Leo Dacio

